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Meaningful Metrics for 
Your Organization
Jane Martel
Recorded Session to Follow March 2, 2021 Live Session

We have 
explored…
Purpose, examples, categories, sources, 

hierarchies, attributes of good metrics, 

what could go wrong, hitting your mark, 

and resources
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We love metrics 
but they can 
break our hearts

Today we’ll 
explore the dark 
side of metrics
The havoc they can wreak; who to tell what 
about your metrics; the care and feeding of 
metrics to keep them alive; when it’s time 
to dump them; and how to minimize 
unintended consequences
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The 
Psychology of 
Metrics

Isn’t behavior what we’re trying to influence? 

And how do metrics factor in?
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Do we want to know the truth?
Do we want to be held accountable to metrics?

Data Quality: Dimensions, Measurement, Strategy, Management, and Governance, Dr. Rupa Mahanti, ASQ Quality 
Press, Milwaukee, WI, 2018, p xxiv

Kindergarten 
learning
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Yikes!

A. Too many metrics → Overwhelmed

B. Employees not empowered to take action on them → Frustrated

C. Because metrics convey what is important, if they are focused on the wrong things →
Employees’ efforts not aligned to strategy; wasted efforts

D. Too much attention on one metric → Other work areas suffer from lack of attention

E. Incorrect interpretation of metrics → Confusion; believing untruths or taking wrong actions

F. Relationship to pay→ Hiding or manipulating data

Trust is 
required
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Consider 
the card 
game of 
Spades

A bit about 
scoring and 
the self

•If a player takes the exact number of tricks they bid, 
they win 10 points/trick.

•If a player takes more tricks than they bid, they get10 
points/trick they took but only 1 additional point for 
each trick beyond their bid.

•If a player takes fewer tricks than they bid, they lose 
10 times the number of tricks they bid. A huge 
penalty for not making your bid!
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What about – in “real life” –
when unrealistically high 
targets are handed down 
from above and there are 
high stakes if not met?

Let’s take a 
trip back in 
time. What 
happened?
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The letter of the law, 
not the spirit. Achieving 
target by gaming the 
numbers.

Takeaways

MEANINGFUL METRICS FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION, JANE.MARTEL@COMCAST.NET, 2021

Consider the impact of your 
expectations/targets on others

Involve the “doers” in the conversation of 
setting targets

Work on building trust with others

Empower employees to engage and 
continuously improve; train them in the 
tools
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Displaying metrics
A simple dashboard

Reporting frequencies

Does anyone 
care about a 
game with no 
score … 
including the 
players? 
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The aim of metrics displays
•Permit quick understanding of performance

•Tell interested parties what they don’t know

•Raise alerts when there’s a problem

Where to 
display 
metrics

• At process control 
points to support 
appropriate action

• At decision-making 
points for longer-
term action planning

• Where stakeholders 
can see them to 
determine if their 
interests are well-
served
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How often to 
report and 
analyze metrics?

What is measured? Frequency

Strategic outcomes Monthly or quarterly

Operational outcomes Weekly or monthly

Process outcomes Daily or weekly

Process controls Hourly or daily

Metric January February March Year to Date

Items checked 
out

62,409 65,009 66,211 193,629

% items 
overdue

12% 10.2% 10.1% 10.8%

Program 
cost/attendee

$34.02 $35.00 $56.87 $40.06

LEGEND
Green: meeting or exceeding target
Yellow: danger zone
Red: way below target

A Sample Dashboard
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Metric January February March Year to Date

Items checked 
out

62,409 65,009 66,211 193,629

% items 
overdue

12% 10.2% 10.1% 10.8%

Program 
cost/attendee

$34.02 $35.00 $56.87 $40.06

What would make this dashboard better?

Ability to drill down for details: how many items that are overdue; how many programs 
did we offer and how many attendees did we have? What was the range of 
cost/attendee for all programs?
Identifying the target for each metric
Define what constitutes yellow and red (e.g.,1-3% below target is yellow; >$x is red)

Takeaways
•Make displays simple to interpret, to quickly 
answer, “How are we doing?”

•Put them in the right place

•Share different data with different audiences
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Trends, outliers, correlation, variation

What to look for when 
analyzing your metrics

Trends: Patterns in the 

data (especially 

unexplained)

Outliers: Data point way 

outside the rest of the 

data (look into this)

Correlation: How one 

metric changes when 

another does 

(relationship)
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Understanding 
Variation

https://www.educba.com/control-charts-in-excel/

If every week, you tracked how long it 

takes you to do your grocery shopping and 

plotted it, you would find normal variation 

in the times you track and maybe some 

“not normal” variation in those times.
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About Variation

• There are different control charts for variable 
and attribute data; for data that contains 
subgroups and not; for subgroups of less than 9 
or 9 and more; for number of defects or for 
percent defective; for sample areas that are 
constant or not.

• There are different statistical “tests” applied to 
different control charts.

• This is all to say, there is a lot to it.

Meaningful Metrics for Your Organization, jane.martel@comcast.net, 2021

Examples of 
Statistical 

Tests

Meaningful Metrics for Your Organization, jane.martel@comcast.net, 2021

• If 9 consecutive points are on the same side of the 
mean

• If 6 consecutive points increase (or decrease)

• If a point is beyond a control limit
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The point is 
to avoid…

Assigning meaning where there is none; that is, 

to act on “noise” (normal variation) as if it were 

a “signal”

Ignoring non-normal statistical variation; that is, 

you should investigate what is not normal 

variation

My Purpose

Is not to equip you to use control charts or to 

understand Statistical Process Control (SPC) but 

to raise your level of awareness and pique your 

interest

To learn more, visit asq.org. Check it out; it’s 

fun! ☺
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Takeaways When examining your data, look for trends, outliers, 
correlations and variation

Mistake-proofing

Detailing

Minimizing unintended 
consequences
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Mistake-
proofing
Aim to prevent and detect errors

Mistake-
proofing 

principles

Principle Purpose Example

Elimination Eliminate 
possibility of error

Cannot start car if not in Park

Replacement Substitute more 
reliable process

RFID and sorters instead of 
manual check-in and routing

Facilitation Make work easier 
to perform

Color-coding (e.g., red for alerts 
and warnings)

Detection Detect error 
before further 
processing

Computer beeps when wrong 
input is made

Mitigation Minimize effect of 
error

Hand sanitizer at workstations
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Excellent 
mistake-
proofing 

resource →

https://leanmethods.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/12/mistake-proofing-
techniques.pdf

It looks like 
this →

Meaningful Metrics for Your Organization, jane.martel@comcast.net, 2021
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Metrics 
maintenance
See detailing handout

Detailing 
Metrics 
Template
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When 
should you 
change 
metrics?
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Consider 
changing 
when:

A. Your strategic plan changes

B. The link between lead and lag measures is well-
established, then you can focus more on drivers

C. There’s no energy around it

D. The market changes (e.g., pandemic)

E. It’s the regularly scheduled time for metrics 
review

F. They’re not providing the information you need

Parting Tips

Manage your 
metrics

Build trust with 
your employees

Share different data 
at different times 

with different 
audiences
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